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LONG DISTANCE
That's the message from the "Don't
Stop Us Now" crowd as they look nervously over their shoulder at the advancing NDP.
But Pawley and company are hardly
a shoe-in either. At this point, the outcome of the election is anyone's guess.
So grab some popcorn, park yourself
in front of the tube, and turn to page
five...
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left to be won.
One could
ours!
y
be

Rod River Community College's indop•edet students' newspaper

Janice Wagner of Queen's University,
Kingston will soon be driving around in her
sporty Mercury LN7. But don't give up hope there are two more draws on December 15th
and February 15th. So keep your eyes peeled
for the third Long Distance Feeling entry form in
January's paper. And keep on entering. Who
knows, you could be that next lucky winner
giving the folks back home a jingle. The jingle
of the keys to your brand new LN7, that is!

By now you're all revved up and ready to
go. So hold on to that picture as you complete
the entry form below. Read the rules and
regulations carefully and then solve the Long
Distance Feeling Hidden Word Game.
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Admin:

"closed mouth" policy

by Burton Robson
The administration has
adopted a "closed mouth"
policy toward the sudden

change of security personnel at
Red River.
Can-West Security has
replaced Seaforth as the internal security force at RRCC
In an inter-departmental

,

u N„.
The Long Distance Feeling Hidden Word Game.
r
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Rules and Regulations.

•.

LA2)

7.

you a letter has been used but will leave it visible
should it also form part of another word. When all
letters of all listed words are circled, you'll have the
given number of letters left over and they'll spell
out the hidden word.

Read through the list of words. You'll find these
words in all directions - horizontally, vertically,
diagonally, and backwards. Once found, draw a
circle around each of the letters of that word in the
puzzle, then strike it off the list. Circling it will show

Solution: 11 letters
away

C
care
cheery
convenient

D
dial
directory

E
easy

F
family
feelings
G
gift
I
idea
list
M
miss
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1. To enter and qualify, correctly complete the Official
Entry Form and quiz question or game included therein
Only Official Entry Forms will be considered Mad to
The Long Distance Feeling Sweepstakes
Box 1437. Toronto. Ontario M5W 2E8
Contest will commence September 1. 1981
2. There will be a total of 3 prizes awarded (See Rule • 3
for prize distribution) Each prize will consist of a 1982
Mercury IN-7 automobile (approximate retail value $9.000
each) Local delivery. provincial and municipal taxes as
applicable, are included as part of the prize at no cost to
the winner Drivers permit and insurance will be
the responsibility of each winner Each car will be delivered
to a Mercury dealership nearest the winners' residence in
Canada All prizes will be awarded Only one prize per person
Prizes must be accepted as awarded. no subStitutions
3. Selections at random will be made from all entries
received by the sweepstakes judging organization by noon
on the following dates October 21, 1981. December 15. 1981
and the contest closing date. February 15. 1982 Entries not
selected in the October 11 draw will automatically be
entered for the December 15, 1981 draw Entries not selected
in the December 15. 1981 draw will automatically be entered
for the final draw, February 15, 1982 One car will be awarded
in each draw Chances of winning are dependent upon
the number of entries received Selected entrants. in order
to win, will be required to first correctly answer a time•
limited. arithmetical. skill-testing question during a prearranged tape recorded telephone interview Decisions of
the judging organization shall be final By entering. winners
agree to the use of their name. address and photograph for
resulting publicity in connection with this contest. The
winners will also be required to sign a legal document
rating compliance with contest rules The names of the
winners may be obtained by sending a stamped selfaddressed envelope to TCTS. 410 Laurier Ave W.
Room 950. Box 2410. Station D. Ottawa. Ontario KIP 6H5
4. This contest is open only to students who are registered
full-time or part-time at any accredited Canadian University.
College or Post-Secondary institution Employees of TCTS.
its member companies and affiliates, its advertising and
promotional Agencies. the independent judging organization
and their immediate families are not eligible This contest
is subject to all Federal. Provincial' and Municipal laws
5. 'Quebec Residents All taxes eligible under la Loi sur les
loteries. les courses. les contours publicitaires et les appareds d'amusements have been paid A complaint respecting
the administration of this contest may be submitted to the
Regie des loteries et courses du Quebec
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At the last student council
meeting, editorial collective
representative Burton Robson
and several other members of
the Free Times met with the
SA in an effort to end current
memo to all RRCC staff disputes between paper and
members, the administration council.
cautioned them against
Robson said the purpose of
discussing the security person- the meeting was "primarily to
nel change with any media, in- inform the SA what autonomy
cluding the student is about, and why it will
newspapers.
benefit the students of Red
Seaforth was awarded the River."
Robson was referring to a
internal security contract last
April. The Department of proposal whereby the Free
Government Services normally Times and The Projector
puts the security contract up would merge into an
autonomous body, free from
for tender every two years.
But Can-West became the of- SA interference in editorial
ficial security force on policy. Robson also added
November 9, only eight mon- that the SA would be free
ths after Seaforth was in- from responsibility in the
event of an unlikely libel suit.
stated.
At present, SA ComThe reasons for the change
were not explained in the in- munications Director Norm
Fontaine is empowered to apterdepartmental memo.
Late last April, shortly after point all editors and staff
their appointment, Seaforth members of The Projector, as
Security was instrumental in well as approve or disapprove
stopping a rash of collegt. all content. Free Timesstaffers
feel this could present conflict
break-and-entries and thefts.
However, on September 23, of interest. "One of the funone security guard was caught ctions of the student
with a stolen tool box from the newspaper is to act as an incollege automotive depar- dependent critic of the actions
of council. This isn't possible
tment.
When Seaforth Security was when a. council member can
appointed last spring, the veto or edit any of the copy,"
Department of Government said Robson. He went on to
Services substantially in- say that in the present
creased the security budget so situation, the SA is liable for

Security guards removed

2 DRAWS LEFT:

HOW TO ENTER:

Imagine how good it would feel to be
sitting in the cockpit of the most aerodynamic
standard-equipped North American car on
the road today. And knowing it's all yours.

es. pews.

Councillor says, "Proposal is shit.
by Clifton Bertram

GET THE FEELING:

F'PF

Autonomy for
Times discussed

Y

Seaforth Security was abruptly removed as the internal college security force on November 9.

more guards could be hired.
The change in security outfits will not bring about an
immediate change in security
policy.

any liable suits that may occur
as a result of editorial inexperience.
i The Free Times' proposal
would make the new paper ac-

countable to students rather
than council. This would be
accomplished through the institution of a publishing board
composed of SA representatives, newspaper staff and
some neutral students. Robson
said the final composition of
the board was open to
negotiation.
Even though the meeting
was intended primarily as an
informative session, questions
were posed by several councillors. When Robson had
concluded his presentation,
one councillor compared it to
a totally unrelated matter,
calling it a "Thompson
takeover without the money."
The same councillor later told
Robson, "I think your
proposal is shit."
Also present at the meeting
was Jim McElgunn, Prairie
Bureau Chief of Canadian
University Press, who briefed
council on the advantages of
belonging to the wire service.
Council members have cited
the Free Times' membership in
CUP as one of the reasons
they are opposed to the
merger.
The
other
student
newspapers in the city, the U
of W Uniter, and the U of M
Manitoban belong to CUP.
The Projector does not.
Members of the Free Times
committee for autonomy are
slated to meet with the SA
executive on November 19 in
an effort to negotiate the contents of an automony proposal
to be submitted to council for
consideration at a later date.
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Campus Times
College Activities

Federal budget: education slashed

and Events

Funding reductions set stage for uncertain future for students

Tues. Nov. 17

Tower Lounge presents Concert with Kamikaze,11-1

Howza 'bouta Sauza?

Wed. Nov. 18

Freebie Film Festival presents Stir Crazy, 11 a.m., 4 p.m., &7

p.m.,White Lecture Theatre
Thurs. Nov. 19
Noon Hour Video, Caddyshack, 11-1

Tower Lounge, Green and Gold, Bldg. J.
Fri. Nov. 20
Noon Hour Video, Cheech and Chong's Next Movie, 11-1,

Tower Lounge, Green and Gold, Bldg. J.
114 S A

40% alc./vol.

U171

100 ml

Mon. Nov. 23

MICA tf GISIIADA

Noon Hour Video, 10, 11-1, Tower Lounge, Green and Gold,

Ito CAUSAMIS
ITA 111/08

Bldg. J.

OTTAWA (CUP)
Student leaders are claiming
a temporary victory in halting
the federal cutback drive for
funding to post-secondary
education after Thursday
night's budget. But a chain of
transfer funding and announced reductions in areas of funding to provinces have set the
stage for an uncertain future.
Some highlights from
Finance Minister Allan
MacEachen's budget:
-Starting in April 1982, the
federal government wants
money paid to the provinces
for post-secondary education

and health services, (called
Established Programs Financing, or EPF)to be equalized
on a per capita basis." Each
province will receive the same
amount of funding per
resident. The move means a
federal reduction in that area
of $97 million in 1982-83, and
total "savings" to the government of $374 million over
five years, according to budget
estimates.
-The program to compensate the provinces for tax
money they lose under the
federal taxation system will be
ended next April. Since 1982,

Tues. Nov. 24
Noon Hour Video, Love Story,11-1,

Tower Lounge, Green

and Gold, Bldg. J.
Wed. Nov. 25

NOM-1102-1

Noon Hour Video, Murder on the Orient Express,

Numero uno
in Mexico and

Tower Lounge, Green and Gold, Bldg. J.

in Canada.

Noon Hour Video, Up in Smoke, 11-1 ,

Thurs. Nov. 26,
1.41011ADO • fM•

Tower Lounge,

Green and Gold, Bldg. J.
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HECHO EN MEXICO
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Disc jockey
fired/rehired

Nr PC

• U

by Clifton Bertram

•S

A disc jockey for student radio
CMOR has been fired, and
then mysteriously reinstated,
after announcing a social on
air.
On October 30, Frank
Stecky Jr. was performing his
duties as disc jockey for
CMOR when he announced an
upcoming social sponsored by
Free Times.

THE BOTTLED ROMANCE OF MEXICO

Rachel Pratt.
Small-town girl
out to conquer the big city.
Pick the winner.
The city

Rachel

Large cities may not be for everyone.
But to Rachel there's no place more exciting or richer with opportunities.

Large cities may not be for everyone.
But to Rachel there's no place more exciting or richer with opportunities.

Maybe she is a little starry-eyed, but
Rachel has a far more worrisome problem.
She's on a social merry-go-round.

Maybe she is a little starry-eyed,
but fortunately for Rachel, she's a realist
as well.

Her day isn't complete unless she joins
her friends for some pub-crawling after work.
Much too often, pubs lead to parties. She's
getting too little sleep, eating poorly,
and her boss now regrets hiring her.
Rachel thinks it's all a great
adventure. She forgets why she
first came to the city. Truth is,
unless she wises up and backs
away soon, small-town girl
may very well wind up bigcity loser.

S

She's made some wise choices, including her decision on drinking. Not
too often, not too much, is Rachel's
motto. That goes for beer, wine
or spirits, no matter where
she is or with whom.
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Exciting Collection of
Columbia Diamond
Engagement Rings
Special offer to
students only
25% OFF REG.
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When SA President Steve
Dawson was approached
regarding the matter, he said
there was a misunderstanding,
and that Stecky has never been
fired.
Norm Fontaine offered no
comment.
Socials are commonly
promoted on CMOR. A recent
social sponsored by the Red
River School of Nursing was
announced several times on air
without interference from
Fontaine or any other SA
member.
The social announced by
Stecky was scheduled for the
same date as an SA-sponsored
social. That social, however,
was sold out when the Free
Times social was announced.

3

SA Communications Director
Norm Fontaine, has been
spinning more than a few discs
lately.

Stecky is back on CMOR,
but insists that Fontaine swore
at him, then dismissed him as
a result of his actions.

Come to the

!Free Times

The interesting thing is, her
moderate lifestyle hasn't
made Rachel less popular.
Nor has it made the city a
less exciting place. It's just
making her stronger.
Strong enough to win.

,

.

INDEPENDENT
JEWELLERS

Norm Fontaine, the SA
Communicatons Director,
immediately reprimanded
Stecky, a first-year Creative
Communications student.
Stecky was fired.

Staff meeting
Independent
Jewellers Ltd.
49:3 Notre Dame
774-5544

Today and every Tuesday at noon, in the Orange
Lecture Hall.

All students are welcome

this "revenue guarantee compensation" plan has paid
about $5.5 billion to the
provinces, and in the coming
five years its axing will amount
to $5.3 billion saved by the
federal government.
In total, the EPF adjustments and ending of tax compensation payments will mean
that $5.7 billion will be choplied from the existing transfer
programs in the coming five
years.
But MacEachan's budget
outlines federal tax changes
that will, he says, allow
provincial revenues to climb
by $3.7 billion in the five year
period--producing a "net impact" of $1.9 billion in
reduced money available to
provinces after the switches.
The budget text says that the
removal of the revenue com"tiA :71)2.9,4 )5'
pensation plan would not
Post-secondary education cutbacks may milk
reduce overall funding to the
students dry.
social services,"since these
education this jar."
transfers were not designed to stressed that transfers to the
Bellaire said CAUT is now
finance health and provinces over the next five
years "are still projected to
concerned that the provinces
education."
are able to provide the resourMacEachen also announced grow at least as fast as the rest
ces for education funding.
that the government wants of our expenditures." This
"Clearly there's a big stick
federal-provincial arrange- would mean that growth
here," he said. "The goverments for financing post- would continue in transfers to
nment says that if no satisfacsecondary education and the provinces but at a
tory agreement is reached by
"human resources develop- significantly slower rate than
March 1983, the government .
ment" to be renegotiated by under current transfer
wilesntayfrzuMarch 1983. This effectively programs.
of
pursuit
ding."
"In
extends the EPF plan an extra
year while talks are held with restraint,"MacEachan said,
"I am asking no more of the
provincial finance ministers.
provinces than I have imposed
If no EPF deal can be on the Government of
struck by the March 1983 Canada."
deadline, warns the goverRichard Bellaire, researcher
nment proposal, the federal
for the Canadian Association
government "freeze future per
of University Teachers
capita EPF cash transfers for
(CAUT) said they think the
post-secondary education at budget was something of a victhe 1982 - 83 level."
'tory, "in that we had seen
In his speech to the House scenarios of much bigger cuts
of Commons, MacEachan targeted for post-secondary

Bug Day
successful
Students voice complaints
by Clifton Bertram

On Tuesday, Nov. 10,
students had an opportunity to
let the Students Association
know what "bugs" them
about the school.
Questionnares were passed
out to students querying them
about peeves they may have
' with the school and its
operation. Sample beefs were
supplied, including complaints
concerning the cafeterias,

photocopy machines, and the
"Free Times/Projector
issue."
Bug Day organizer, Vice
President Tim Tymko said the
day is aimed at being an annual event, in order to permit
some student input in SA activities.
Judging from the number of
students sporting green buttons with the bug logo and the
slogan, "I've been bugged,"
Bug Day was an enourmous
success.
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Editorial Time Out
Students being 'spoon-fed' information
by Clifton Bertram and Burton Robson
Give 'em an inch, and they'll take a mile.
Sure, that's a cliche. And maybe it isn't a very original way
to start an editorial, so let me begin again.
Empower a person to control what the public hears, and
he'll rip the bloody tongue out of anyone who speaks in opposition.
In Red River, we have an individual responsible for getting
information out to students. He is also responsible for
filtering out things that the students are not supposed to hear.
This is the Student Association Communications Director.
Supposedly, you gave him the power to control what you
hear. You see, the Communications Director is an elected
representative of the students. Yes, elected last year by ten
per cent (500) of RRCC's 5,000 students, 3,000 of whom,
graduated last year.
That person is Norm Fontaine. He wears many hats, and
has a multitude of titles. He is editor of the student handbook, co-ordinator of the student telephone directory,
editor of the yearbook, editor of the Projector and overseer
of the student radio, CMOR.
Let's review his batting average.
The student handbook was, sadly, one of the poorest in
years. Many pages in the 1981 edition were exact plagiarisms
of last year's--strike one.
The student telephone directory was out in October last
year. Here it is November 17, and we're still waiting--strike
two.
The yearbook received no applications for editor, so he
tried to appoint the Art director Marilyn Booth, who never
wanted the position--Foul Ball.
The Projector is doing an excellent job of imitating a flier.
Reading it, you would think nothing controversial ever happens here. Many stories are written by college or SA employees. Is that a student newspaper?--strike three.
What about CMOR?

The station manager is Paul Simpson. I must commend
him on his work. But Norm Fontaine's interference in
CMOR prompted past production manager Geoffrey Dent to
resign.
There is also the incident of 'the fired DJ who wasn't.
When Frank Stecky Jr. mentioned the Free Times
Halloween Social during his radio hour on October 30, he
received a harsh verbal assault and his walking papers from
an enraged Fontaine.
Later the next week, SA President Steve Dawson said that
there had been a misunderstanding and that Stecky had never
been fired--that his right to free speech had not been denied.
Stecky still claims he was canned. Was the naughty
language Fontaine spewed out, carelessly picked up by a live
microphone, a mere figment of everyone's imagination?
Norm can't be totally blamed for his failures. After all, a
rubber band can only be stretched so far before it...snaps.
I'd like to see the Communications Director relieved of
some of his duties, namely the student newspaper.
This would leave Norm Fontaine with the time to complete
his other important duties. Most importantly, it would insure
that every student would get a chance to speak. That Nurm
Fontaine wouldn't take that mile.
It sounds nice, but how do we do it? The answer is
autonomy. Members of the Free Times have come up with a
proposal for autonomy, involving the merging of the Projector and the Free Times into a single body. And contrary to
what Projector news editor Mike Grant has intimated, all
Projector editors will NOT simply be forced to resign their
positions without recourse. Editorial elections will be held,
and Projector staffers will have as equal a chance as any other
staff member to attain an editorial position.
The Free Times autonomy committee is scheduled to meet
with the SA executive on Nov. 19. Hopefully, they will
recognize the advantages of autonomy and a free student
press.

It's Mega-Projects versus
Mega-Rents in the dullest
Manitoba provincial election since
Walter Weir was burning up the
trail in the late 1960's.
Elected on a fiscal restraint
platform in 1977, the PCs
haven't had much luck
lassoing the provincial debt,
and even less stimulating a
chronically depressed
economy. But, with the Indians circling, preparing for
the final massacre, in rides the
charge of the Mega-Projects to
save the day:..or so the advertising goes.
Conservative liabilities are a
generally weak economy, a
premier seen as too strident,
and opposition to rent controls. The question, then,
becomes:can the PC's win
with a huge ad blitz imploring
Manitobans, "Don't stop us
now!"
Glitzy rock jingles backing
up promises of Mega-Projects
to Mega-stimulate the
economy; and a universal dental plan that won't be fully
phased in until 1988, is the PC
package this election. It may
not be enough.
On the other side of the
political coin we have Howard

Progressives, should fare
respectably. Green and Ben
Hanischuck will hold on to
their North end fortresses on
pure personal popularity. The
Progressives have proposed
everything from free postsecondary education to ideas
to help high interest rate sufferers that are the best I've
seen yet.
The campaign was a
yawner, but election night will
be a different story. So get a
score card, a twelve of beef,
and keep track of the
following key ridings.

Pawley and his merry band of
freewheeling money-spenders.
Pawley is trying to make up
for a personality that gives
NDP campaign managers
ulcers by becoming the most
prolific promise maker in
The City
Manitoba election history.
•
The bill for Pawley's Wolseley
Tory Len Domino has been
promises, so far, comes to $77
million. Adding $77 million to hurt by the ghost of Bob
the existing $450 million Wilson. A well-greased camdeficit is more than even paign machine is gearing up
Keynes could justify. The for the final stretch.
Nice-guy Doug Lauchlin,
NDP will have to ride on rent
controls in central Winnipeg Liberal leader, doesn't have
and unhappiness with the charisma to overcome the
economic conditions in rural perception that he has been
swing ridings. Sterling Lyon's parachuted into the riding,
image could also help across and the province.
Myrna Phillips is doing well
the board.
It's Waterloo time for the on the motherhood issues of
Liberals. Leader Doug daycare and rent control.
Prediction: Phillips by a
Lauchlin is having a hard time
selling the ubiquitous political nose
center to either Wolseley Fort Rouge
Incumbent June Westbury
voters or Manitoba voters in
general. This might just be the lacks campaign workers.
year the Liberal party becomes Coupled with a feeling that,
despite her good intentions,
a political dinosaur.
Sid Green's new party, the one Liberal can't be effective

by Don Macdonald
reprinted from the Uniter
in a hostile legislature, makes
her a long shot.
PC Perry Shulman is running a high profile campaign,
giving the NDP's Roland Penner a run for his money. Penner has the rent control issue
on his side, and he's milking it
for all it's worth.
Prediction: Photo finish, too
close to call. As Fort Rouge
goes, so goes the election.
St. Vital
The PC's did their own
parachute job by running nonresident John Robertson in
this NDP-held riding. But his
high profile as 24 Hours host
should compensate for any
alienation voters might feel
about his address.
Prediction: Robertson by half
a length

president not long ago. If his
record in student government
gets out it will be a landslide
for McMaster.
Prediction: McMaster by a
length.
Gimli
Education Minister Kieth
Cosens is definitely in trouble
after losing Tory stronghold
Stonewall to redistribution.
His high profile and slick
image won't be enough.
Prediction: NDP candidate
John Bucklaschuk will win
going away.

And the
winner is...
1977 Dissolution 1981

The Country
Thompson
An INCO strike couldn't
have come at a worse time for
Labour Minister Ken McMaster. His main opposition
is the NDP's Steve Ashton,
who was University of
Manitoba Students' Union

NDP

23

20

28

PC

33

32

27

LIB

1

1

0

3

2

56

57

Prog
57

Redistribution Insignificant
by John Ehinger
Reprinted
from
Manitoban

High Quality

Beautiful Fit

Designer Jeans
Only $18.00 & $19.00
in all sizes • kids to adults
Shagal Jeans
Introductory Special offer

$1.00 Off !
Nies

Clip and save this coupon.
tee

a free student press

Real factory prices
better than wholesale!
Open every afternoon, including Saturday.
Closed Tuesday & Wednesday during winter months.
Main floor, 296 McDermOt at Princess.
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In 1978, every constituency
in Manitoba, except
Rhineland, had its boundaries
realigned to take effect for this
election.
University of Manitoba
history professor Michael
Kinnear has researched what
effects those boundary
changes would have on the
November 17th election if
people voted the same way
they did in 1977.
Overall, Kinnear has found
that in urban ridings the
Progressive Conservatives
would pick up one seat and the
New Democratic Party would
do likewise. This is because
Winnipeg has gained two seats
overall.
According to Kinnear, the
PC's would lose the Wolseley,
Osborne and Radisson seats
because of redistribution, and
would lose Crescentwood and
St. Mathews because they no
longer exist.
On the other hand, they
would win in the new
Kildonan, Kirkfield Park,
River East, St. Norbert,
Tuxedo and Niakwa ridings.
The NDP is supposed to
gain all the seats the Conservatives lose, in addition to
winning four new ridings.
St. James appears to be a
of
toss-up
because

redistribution.
In rural ridings, Kinnear
concludes the Conservatives
would lose two ridings because
of the shift of two seats into
Winnipeg.
The Conservatives would
lose Education Minister Keith
Cosen's riding of Gimli, but
pick up St. Rose. Brandon
West and Dauphin could go
either way.
Overall, Kinnear has found
that redistribution will have
little effect on the outcome of
the election if people vote as
they did in 1977. The result
would be an NDP gain of only
one seat.
Of course, voters' opinions
have changed in the past four
years. Many of the constituencies have new candidates,
some of them members of the
Progressive Party, which plans
to steal a few votes from the
NDP and the Conservatives.
There are also 18 ridings this
year that no longer have
Liberal candidates, and the
dispersal of those votes could
play a major role in deciding
the election.
Kinnear says it would take a
shift in votes of three per cent
from PC to NDP all across the
province for the NDP to gain a
majority government.
If the rural votes stay the
same, it would take a seven per
cent shift of votes in Winnipeg, which seems unlikely,
for any change in government
to occur.
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Kinks turning commercial

Rebel volleyball teams winners

by Clifton Bertram
"Give the People What
They Want"--that's exactly
what the Kinks, one of the big
bands still left from the Sixties, are doing. As lead
vocalist Ray Davies said in a
recent issue of "Music Express,""I think we've found
our audience. We finally fit in
with what an audience wants
now."
So now, after 17 years in the
music biz, the Kinks are
"giving the people what they
want." Perhaps this is a
mistake. The Kinks gained
their fame because they were
different from the mainstream
acts. Now it appears they are
gearing their music to what
critic Tom Harrison calls "the

adulation of the average and tribulations of battered
young potato."
Will this wives.
sustain the Kinks as a rock and
"Give the People What
roll legend in the future? Only They Want" seems to do exactime will tell.
tly that. It gives listeners a
Commercially, the album technically acceptable, unpretentious rock album that is
seems to be a great success.
Much of the credit can be at- easy to listen to. Synthesizers
tributed to the songwriting and keyboards are used well,
talents of Ray Davies. Like especially in tracks such as
many other tunesmiths these "Destroyer." Davies has been
days Davies seems to be tur- accused of singing "emning to the troubled state of barrassingly off-key," but the
Kinks have consistentl9 stated
society for his inspiration.
The title track, "Give the they like albums to have
People What They Want" is a "rough edges. "According to
statement about the decay of Davies, "we don't want to be
morals ten society. "Killer's slick. People come to see a
Eyes" concerns the shooting rock and roll show."
of the Pope and the activities Somehow, Davies' hoarse,
of the Yorkshire Ripper.
off-key vocals seem to com"Little Bit of Abuse,"a track plement this roughness almost
on side two is about the pain perfectly.

Shepherd Moons 'disappointing'
by Lorne Hanks
The best thing about
Shepherd moons is the fantastic pictures of Saturn and
it s rings, obtained by the
Voyager 2 spacecraft. Unfortunately, they only make up a
comparatively small part of
the Manitoba Planetarium
production of 45 minutes.
The rest includes a short
lesson in astronomy and a
look at the Jet Propulsion Lab

in Pasadena.
These seem to have been put
in oily to lengthen the show.
When the Saturn images
finally do appear, some of the
most interesting are only
shown on one side of the
Planetarium Dome, forcing
some viewers into uncomfortable positions to see them.
Maybe a memory lasts
forever, but a crick in the neck
is good for a week.

I f can't
recommend
Shepherd moons because it
really has little to offer
visually, and is less informative than a typical Cosmos
or The Nature of Things.
Some of the sound and special
effects are good, but they
can't carry the whole production, which appears to have
been thrown together just to
fill a time slot rather than inform or entertain.

by Ray Gauthier

Social a smash!
Last Halloween saw fun and

frolic with the Free Times.
The Free Times social, held at
the Native Club, was a
tremendous success.
The evening began with entertainment from Men with
Stuff. This local group has
improved immensely, and
have really tightened up their
act. Bass player Brad Enns
has come a long way, now
teamed up with Steve Ellis,
Buck Harder and Bob
Vestaziani.
The band's style has
changed drastically. Besides
innovative original material,
they perform cover tunes by

the Boomtown Rats, Peter
Gabriel and Squeeze.
The main act was Dash and
the Dots who performed their
usual energetic style. The
Dots performed many hit
songs by such artists as Stevie
Nicks and the Stones. Topped
off with some exciting original
material, the night passed too
quickly.
The Dots are presently
touring the west, but will be
back later this month to do the
TV show Westrock Hotel at
the Norlander.
As expected, Free Times
made a financial killing.

"Wit and perversity"
by Maureen Shaw
Rough Trade, Toronto's
masters of wit and perversity
packed the Playhouse theatre
on October 20 for a show that
could only be called
tumescent.
The fans filed into the
theatre to hear two hours of
violent rock 'n roll. The lights
dimmed, a clash of noise, and
Carole Pope's deep gutsy
voice filled the air. Wearing
her white suit from the cover
of Avoid Freud,Pope looks as
sensual as ever.
The band's first songs of the
night, Baptism of Fire, and
Victim of Fashion faded into

another hour of heavy metal
rock, punctuated by Pope's
disgusting crotch grabs. The
band was not together, they
were playing but not feeling.
This was remedied, however,
after a short break was taken
half way through the concert.
Songs from both albums
Avoid Freud anciFor Those
were
Who Think Young
done.
The band was given a standing ovation and came on
again to play Emotional
Blackmail and High school
cogfidential, for the second
time that night. The crowd
was ecstatic.
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and a great deal more. Plus the freedom to move into multi-directional
career alternatives and to transfer amongst our nine facilities with no loss in
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licensure endorsement required between Canadian and California RN's.
Find out more. Because there's more to life than your profession, and more
to your profession than you may know in Kaiser Country.
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They say too much of a
good thing is bad for you. I
believe it. I watched 14 hours
of good volleyball on the
Halloween weekend, and ended up blocking spikes in my
dreams for two nights afterwards.
Seeing the host Rebels win
both the men's and women's
sides of the tournament was
nice. It felt strange to be sitting in the stands with only
about • 20 other people,
though. Somehow I kept
thinking that there should
have been more fans there towatch, even if they would have
been only friends and
relatives.
If youve never seen the
University of North Dakota
women's team warm up,
you're really missing
something. Looks like they've
been choreographed by the

producers of 'All That Jazz.'
They don't perform the
routine before every game.
Probably because it's too
exhausting.
The St. Vital Roc, who were
defeated by the Rebels in the
men's division final, showed
up at the post-tournament
bash a little embarrassed.
They had won the first game
of the best of three final, and
were leading the second game
14-6. The Roc began rehearsing their acceptance speeches
instead of finishing the game,
and before you could say
overconfident, the Rebels had
, tied the game 14-all. The
Rebels went on to win that
'game and momentum was on
their side as they won the third
match as well.
Volleyball people say that
the Rebel women's team has
one of the province's finest
players in Judy Baltus. She
was named the women's MVP

in the tournament. Her size
and quickness allow her to
dominate while she's on the
floor.
Speaking of MVP's, Clancy
Bridle of the Rebels captured
the award on the men's side of
the tournament.
It was interesting to see
Briercrest Bible College of

All of the assembled Bible
students thought it was in bad
taste. They must have been
right. I was the only one there
who laughed.

When Winnipeg Bible got to
within one point of beating St.
Vital in men's play, a strange
thing happened. The St. Vital
players on the bench, sensing

Rebels come up 'short'
by Shelley Sutherland
If being close was worth
anything in basketball, the
Lady Rebels would be a very
successful team.
The Rebels lost their October 28th game 51-46 to the
Westwood alumni team. Only
five points down, the-Rebels
played a strong game, but
couldn't catch the Westwood
team. The teams were well-

Sports Comment
by Jim Bender
The Red River Women's Volleyball team has a valid
complaint when it complains about playing Superleague rules
while the national final will still be played by the standard
rules. Coach Barb Francis said that the Superleague rules of
playing straight time were adopted to get more fans out.
Superleague rules guarantee fans two hours of action. Francis added that the girls will benefit from the stiffer cornpetition and that they are already gain ing confidence with
each game played...However, she admitted that switching
from Superleague rules to the standard rules after Christmas
will be a problem.
Winnipeg Jets general manager John Ferguson is now
being patted on the back for his team's recent surprising winning ways. Ferguson attributes his success to learning at the
feet of the master of them all--former Montreal Canadiens
g.m., Sam Pollock. Ferguson said his policy was to replace
veterans with youth, hang on to draft picks and never regret
decisions...What Ferguson forgets to mention is that Pollock
always kept such classy veterans as Jean Beliveau around to
teach the kids the tricks of the trade. The decision that
Ferguson should have regretted last year was purging the
team of all its veterans. The best move he made was picking
up veteran Barry Long from the Detroit Red Wings last
season. And it's funny how players such as Long, Terry
Ruskowski and Glen Hicks have admitted that their hearts
remained in Winnipeg even while employed by other teams.
Beleagured women's basketball coach June Graham is
showing some kind of wizardry, guiding a team that is short
on players and size to respectability. There must be a
revolving door in the North Gym, as every time a new player
arrives, another one leaves. That makes it difficult for
Graham to establish any sort of consistency, especially when
she has only one returning veteran.
Curling coach Roy Pollock has quite a headache
developing as he has to pick 12 curlers of the 69 hopefuls that
signed up. The curlers left over could make up over a dozen
intramural teams. But since intramural director June
Graham is not getting any significant help, there probably
won't be one. There are probably enough responsible Red
River students around who are capable and competent
enough to run such a league.
And how do 1.)u explain the Winnipeg Blue Bombers?
Before the Western Conference semi-final, it was generally
conceded that Vic Rapp was the worst coach left in the West.
But it was the Bomber coach who didn't know how to adjust
to Rapp's strategy.
The bumbling Toronto Argonauts boobed again when they
placed healthy number one quarterback Condredge Holloway
on the 60-day injury reserve instead of the taxi squad. There
is no truth to the rumour that the secretary that made the
mistake of putting Holloway on the injury list will be traded
to the B.C. Lions. for two office boys and Lion coach Vic
Rapp's hairstylist.

Caronport, Saskatchewan just what they were up against,
pulling for Winnipeg Bible dropped to their knees and
College and vice-versa, 'started asking for help from
throughout the tournament. the big line judge in the sky.
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matched, but Westwood
managed to hold off the
Rebels' charges.
Top scorer for the Rebels

.

wasDonFry,thel
veteran on the RRCC squad,
with 18 points. Brenda Borne
playing in her first game as a
Rebel, scored 11 points.
Borne, at 5' 11" has added
much needed height to the
team.
The Rebels are still a short

team. Of the eight players on
the team, five are guards.
Some of the guards can double
as forwards, but they will be at
a definite height disadvantage
against other teams.
The three games the Rebels
have played so far have all
been close. With more experience playing together, the
Rebels will be a team to contend with.
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Help prevent an unwanted pregnancy. Help prevent the
transmission of venereal disease. Help prevent side effects
associated with other corms of birth control.
Use electronically tested condoms made by Julius Schmid.
Because prevention only takes a little precaution.
Julius Schmid.
Products you can depend on, products for people who really care.
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